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ABOUT US 

KINGSMAN REINSTATE is a multi-task organization that provide small-medium sized companies and home
users with:

*Professional Drivers  (Personal & Commercial )

*Cleaning Services 

*Security System (Providing electric system)

*Waitress/Waiter (private /events )

*We aim to reinforce the nature of building our imagined shaped future by offering the services stated above
.

MISSION STATEMENT



Security System

Our security division is on about redefining the nature of protection by providing the utmost ,high quality 24/7
service to ensure that our guarding force meets the desire need of our clients .We strive to exceed the
request of our clients by going above and beyond what is asked to ensure that every detail is to your
requirements.

�SERVICES 

Our protection services covers the  following areas

*Secuirty system
*Electronic fencing (in partnership with MHLURI SECURITY SYSTEM )

Installing an electric fence is an easy and cost -effective way to deter,detect or delay intruders from entering
your property.Mhluri Security System is certified electric fence installer and will therefore be able to swiftly
assist you,should you need a COC (certificate of compliance).
*Gate motor,CCTV,Electric fencing,Gate automation 

For all your installations needs around gauteng region ,give us a chance to handle them for you because all
our  work are guaranteed with a lots of happy customers.
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Cleaning



*CLEANING PROPERTY CARE 
We are committed to provide the most efficient and convenient outsourced cleaning service in the
marketplace.
Flexible to your needs that suit your budget ,and dedicated to keep your workplace as spotless and
environment as possible.
We offer a total cleaning solution that incorporates full accountability and the provision of all related
equipment and cosumable on site.Our contrant cleaning services for offices,commercial or industrial
operatiopns are offered on a modular basis and may include:
24 hour servicing and daily supervision
office cleaning
window cleaning and other special projects
garden and pest control
hygiene and washroom services
maids and tea service

we get our hands dirty so you don`t have to!!!!!!!!!

Professional Driving



We offer professional drivers ,our drivers are well trained to ensure that you or your goods are safe.We are
the solutions in transportation,should you need your kids driven to school or a trip,Kingsman is recommended
by thousands of people in transportation.

Waiters

Our waiters responsibilities 

They greet and escort customers to their tables ,they present menu and provide detailed  information when
asked (e.g about portions ,ingredients or potential food allergies ).
They prepare tables by setting up linens, silverware and glasses.
They inform customers about the day`s specials .
They  offer menu recommendations upon request 
They up-sell additional products when appropiate .
They take accurate food and drinks orders ,using  a POS  ordering software ,order slips or by memorization.
They ensure that the tables are clean as well as making sure that each table has towels.
They check customer`s IDs to ensure they meet minimum age requirements for consumption of alcohol
beverages.
They communicate  order details to the kitchen  staff .
They serve drinks  and food orders safely and in time  to the customers .
They make sure dishes and all the kitchenwares are clean.
They  deliver checks and collect  bill payments .
They carry dirty plates ,glasses and silverware to the kitchen  for cleaning.
They meet with restaurant staff to review daily specials ,changes on the menu and services  specifications for
reservations (e.g parties).
They follow all relevant health department regulations.
And they provide excellent customer service to guests .



MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISION 

Managing Director                    General Manager 

Mr T.A Ngobeni                         Mr W.  Mkhari



OUR COMPANY VALUES

Our values define who  we are ,what we believe and what we stand for.They establish a common identity that
unites us.At Kingsman ,we are truly better together.

Our values guide our thousands of extraordinary people to do what is right ,learn and improve every day,think
and act boldly ,respect  and draw strength from our differences,and do what matters for our
clients,communities and the capital markets we serve.

Our values make us strong and help us grow the truth  of all our skateholders every day.



We take a pride to work together ,respect each other and draw strenght from our differences and do what is
right.We think and act boldly,that is why we never stop learning and improve ourselves individually ,as a
team.We work collaboratively towards  a common purpose and shared goals  to make sure we deliver the
best possible outcomes for our valued clients .



WHY CHOOSE KINGSMAN 

We`re currently harnessing the power of artificial intelligence and predictive analystics to empower our clients
like never before,It all adds up to an exciting environment.

How will  we keep you motivated?
People like you are the heart of our success,so we will make sure you are empowered at every turn.Whether
it`s the training and development ,support networks or the international opportunities,we will bring out your
best.

As a graduate, you can expert:
Real responsibilities
Opportunities to grow professionally
Access to world-class training
Support for professional qualifications
Access to support networks



KINGSMAN REINSTATE,is everyone`s perfect choice in everyway.With such excellent compliance to BBBEE
,TCS,Cor 14.1 ,Cor 14.3 and other legislations certificates` rules we have the necessary resources and
experience to excecute any operation listed on our services category.

WHAT WE OFFER 

Do you need to hire a waiter for a private dinner,or do you need to hire waiters for a large corporate event?
Not only do we have an exceptional team of waiters for hire ,but our services also include Event staff for m
hire,Barman for hire as well as cleaners,drivers,security system,kitchen assistants and front-of-house
managers.

Our team team consists of hospitality professionals who have many years of experience in the hospitality
industry.We offer fast response times,a competitive pricing structure,but most of all we pride ourselves in
supplying exceptional service to all of our clients



WE ARE:

Practical Solutions
Affordable Alternatives
Fresh Ideas 
An eye for detail
Total Independence
Different Perspectives
Confidentially
Honest
Total Realiable
Very profesional 

whatever your choice is,we will present

It start and finishes with our business ethics and our business model.For ,this means doing our best in
customer service,employee recruitment,training,retention,and ultimately achieving optimum financial
perfomance  the project is positioned for.

We believe in our business model and stand by our proven track record of our current and past hotel

projects.

We also grounded in our commitment to sustainability in all that we do.

KINGSMAN REINSTATE

CALL OUR LEADING TEAM PROFESSIONALS TO DISCUSS YOUR PROJECT

TODAY!!
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CONTACT US

Physical Adress:             �Email Adress                                 ☎ Tel & Social Media 

156 Katherine street      �kingsmanreinstate@gmail.com      �(+27) 87 510 1032

Barlow Park                                                                                App:(+27)766451021

Sandton,South Africa                                                                 fb:kingsman reinstate Pty 
Ltd

2148  

Thank you
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